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Pharmaceutical companies hoping to increase the sale of opioids began promoting the drugs as safe and effective for migraine headaches, back pain and other chronic conditions during the 1990s, even th ...
Ex-FDA commissioner: Pharmaceutical companies promoted opioids as safe and effective
A historian of narcotics use in the United States told jurors in a trial on Long Island that the addiction crisis at the center of the state and county governments' lawsuit mirrors a similar wave of ...
Medicinal Opioid Crisis of Early 2000s Is Not the First of Its Kind in US, Historian Testifies in New York Trial
When Jason E. Mehmel of Angelica, NY was sentenced for manslaughter last month, it came after he spent nearly 9 years in custody waiting for a trial.
'Bizarre series of events': Angelica man spends nearly 9 years in custody before sentencing
This is a monumental sea change,” said Raymond Dowd, the lawyer for the Jewish heirs, of the Manhattan Supreme Court decision on prejudgment interest. An art dealer or a museum refusing to stop now ...
In Nazi-Looted Art Case, Judge Rules Prejudgment Interest Owed by Wrongful Possessor Who Continued to Litigate
The pharmaceutical makers sued by Nassau, Suffolk and New York State Attorney General Letitia James falsely told doctors the addiction risk of opioids was minimal, fueling a drug epidemic that killed ...
Witness: Opioid makers told doctors addiction risk was minimal
Kelly's legal team is in disarray ahead of his New York sex-trafficking ... get to perform big trial roles, such as opening and closing statements and witness cross-examination.
R. Kelly's legal team has imploded just 2 months before his New York sex-trafficking trial begins
Prosecutors have previously said they were working with the U.S. Marshals Service to bring Kelly to New York shortly before the Aug. 9 trial date ... in Clary’s cross-examination or any direct ...
Judge wants R. Kelly brought to New York before deciding on attorney’s potential conflicts
An attorney 's failure to submit to a medical and psychiatric examination has led to her interim suspension by the New ... trial in which she represented herself as well as her conduct before ...
Failure To Submit To Medical Exam Draws Interim Suspension
University of North Florida professor emeritus David Courtwright, an expert in the history of drug use and drug policy, was the first of what could be hundreds of witnesses called in the landmark ...
Prof. David Courtwright Recounts History of Opioid Epidemics in Trial against Makers, Distributors
Law360 (July 2, 2021, 8:15 PM EDT) -- A New York state appeals court has revived ... questions that would be best answered during a trial. Patricia Marshall filed suit in 2017 claiming that ...
NY Court Revives Suit Over Patient's Vision Loss
The FBI is taking the unusual step of ordering a new look at the autopsy of Black motorist Ronald Greene to consider evidence not provided after his 2019 death, including graphic body camera video ...
AP: Body cam prompts new look at what killed Black motorist
New York billionaire Douglas Durst made his long-awaited appearance at Robert Durst’s murder trial Monday ... Under cross-examination by defense lawyer Dick DeGuerin, Douglas elaborated on ...
NY billionaire Douglas Durst testifies at brother Robert Durst’s slay trial: ‘He’d like to murder me’
And before Lembke offered the ... Witness testimony in the trial, which is being livestreamed, will resume Friday at 11 a.m. New York is represented by the New York Office of the Attorney General.
Opioid 'Gremlins' Torment Patients, New York Jury Hears
A Colorado father was convicted Friday of second-degree murder and child abuse resulting in death in the 2012 disappearance of his 13-year-old son. Mark Redwine, 59, was indicted in ...
Colorado father convicted of killing his 13-year-old son
A Massachusetts school can continue using electric shock devices on its students with intellectual disabilities after a court overturned an FDA ban.
Court overturns FDA ban on electric shock treatment at Massachusetts school
Dr. Christine Fiorella Russo, a math and literacy educator, and her husband, the late Victor Donald Russo Jr. LLM ’73, used to spend evenings discussing the importance of education, and how legal ...
A lifetime love of education sparks a new scholarship for LLM students
On July 17, 1996, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 exploded and crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island, killing all 230 passengers and crew on board. It was the third-deadliest ...
This week in history: July 12-18
SAN DIEGO (CN) — Whistleblower claims from a former Bank of Internet internal auditor will go to trial, though the judge postponed ... lawsuit was filed and its stocks dropped following a New York ...
Judge Orders Jury Trial in Whistleblower Action Against Bank of Internet
Kelly apologized to a federal judge Wednesday "for the confusion" before she told him to ... team is in disarray ahead of his New York sex-trafficking trial, with two of his lawyers requesting ...
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